
Year 10 Triple Chemistry Big Picture
Half term 1 and 2

Half term 6

Atomic structure Bonding

Exploring the periodic table and 

discussing the physical and chemical 

properties of elements.

The historical development of the 

periodic table and models of atomic 

structure. 

The arrangement of elements in the 

modern periodic table can be explained 

in terms of atomic structure which 

provides evidence for the model of a 

nuclear atom with electrons in energy 

levels.

Chemists use theories of structure and 

bonding to explain the physical and 

chemical properties of materials. 

Analysis of structures shows that atoms can 

be arranged in a variety of ways, some of 

which are molecular while others are giant 

structures. 

Theories of bonding explain how atoms are 

held together in these structures. Scientists 

use this knowledge of structure and bonding 

to engineer new materials with desirable 

properties.

Half term 3 and 4

Energy changes Rate of changes

Energy changes are an important part of 

chemical reactions. The interaction of 

particles often involves transfers of 

energy due to the breaking and formation 

of bonds. Reactions in which energy is 

released to the surroundings are 

exothermic reactions, while those that 

take in thermal energy are endothermic. 

Electricity can also be used to decompose 

ionic substances and is a useful means of 

producing elements that are too 

expensive to extract any other way. 

Chemical reactions can occur at vastly 

different rates. There are many variables 

that can be manipulated in order to speed 

them up or slow them down. Chemical 

reactions may also be reversible. 

Identify how to maximise the yield of 

desired product. Understanding energy 

changes that accompany chemical 

reactions is important for this process. In 

industry, chemists and chemical 

engineers determine the effect of different 

variables on reaction rate and yield of 

product. 

Assessments: 4 Graded assessments, 1 end of year exam.

Working scientifically: Develop scientific ideas through investigating, 

exploring, observing and testing. Skills that will be developed are;

• Develop scientific understanding through scientific methods and models

• Develop hypothesis based on scientific theories

• Describe a practical procedure for a specified purpose. 

• Explain why a given practical procedure is well designed for its specified 

purpose.

• Explain the need to manipulate and control variables. 

• Apply understanding of apparatus and techniques to suggest a procedure 

for a specified purpose.

• Analyse and evaluate investigation using mathematical and statistical 

analysis.

Quantitative chemistry Chemical changes

Chemists use quantitative analysis to 

determine the formulae of compounds 

and the equations for reactions. Given 

this information, analysts can then 

determine the purity of chemical samples 

and to monitor the yield from chemical 

reactions.

Identifying different types of chemical 

reaction allows chemists to make sense 

of how different chemicals react together, 

to establish patterns and to make 

predictions about the behaviour of other 

chemicals. 

Knowing about these different chemical 

changes meant that scientists could begin 

to predict exactly what new substances 

would be formed and use this knowledge 

to develop a wide range of different 

materials and processes. It also helped 

biochemists to understand the complex 

reactions that take place in living 

organisms. The extraction of important 

resources from the earth makes use of 

the way that some elements and 

compounds react with each other and 

how easily they can be ‘pulled apart’.


